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Previous activity consisted in development and testing of special materials for nuclear
weapons.

The objective project is to obtain the data on electron paramagnetic resonance of
subjects taken from Semipalatinsk Nuclear Testing Site (SNTS) and to develop for them
the methods of reconstruction of total fluence, and on this base to create a distribution
pattern of fluences and concentrations of Paramagnetic Centers (PMC) as the factors
of potential risk for local population.

Essence of problem. The tragic events in Hiroshima and Nagasaki demonstrated that
single nuclear blasts caused a great damage for health of population lived in these
regions. These harmful consequences are observed for tens of years after. The SNTS
had various testing of all kinds of nuclear weapons. If we do not make urgent
arrangements the consequences of testing will be more harmful including ones for
further generations.

The development of necessary protecting and preventative measures is able only on a
base of comprehensive and objective information about total radiation impact on local
population and environment.

The data on SNTS radiation status are necessary not only for these objectives but also
to reconstruct the total irradiation fluence. However it is not sufficient to obtain only
radiometric information. This is so for the following reasons. Firstly it did not prevent the
harmful consequences of nuclear blasts for population in Japan. Secondly data on total
fluences obtained by different authors for population living in SNTS region are
disagreed more than by one order of magnitude.

It is well-known that human hazard is total irradiation fluence. Today it is established
that during the irradiation the human solid tissue collects paramagnetic centers (PMC);
their concentration is proportional to this fluence. Due to electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) measurements one can re-evaluate the total fluence absorbed by this
specimen.

Moreover the appeared PMCs could be dangerous because of-their high biological
activity resulting to potential ability of oncological and genetic diseases. This aspect is
not studied up till now yet.

For this reason today the EPR dosimetry method to register PMC concentration has an
extensive development. Beginning from 1994 it is obtaining a standard status in the
USA and other western countries. In Kazakstan it has not applied yet. Its application for
specific conditions of SNTS along with complex irradiation and non-standard specimens
require the additional scope of activities to improve the methods of re-construction of
total fluences. In particular, it is necessary to perform special studies for influence of
different irradiation types and their joint impact on PMC collection.
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The main tasks of the Project.
• Collection of specimens and their EPR studies.
• Selection of subjects and the most relevant conditions of irradiation to obtain

objective information on total fluences.

Implementation of methods to determine total fluences for selected natural and model
specimens.

Additional artificial irradiation in gamma-rays installation, cyclotron, electron
accelerators to study the kinetics and features of PMC collection.

Obtaining EPR data to build a distribution pattern for total fluences and PMC
concentration.

Methodological Approaches It is planning to apply experimental and calculation method
to re-construct the total fluence based upon mathematical model, which is previously
developed in laboratory. This model permits to accurately describe the PMC collection
in various polymer specimens during the irradiation. Model should be adapted for SNTS
subjects and conditions to provide a sufficient accuracy of extrapolation to determine
total fluence load of subjects.

Anticipated results A validity for selection of SNTS natural specimens and their model
prototypes will be provided.

Collection of SNTS specimens and their prototypes will be performed.

A validity of methods to re-construct the total fluences for selected specimens will be
performed.

Algorithm to reconstruct the total fluences for selected specimens will be worked-out.
Data base of EPR characteristics for SNTS specimens and their model prototypes
including ones, which were measured during additional irradiation, will be compiled.

A distribution pattern for average PMC concentration in selected specimens over SNTS
region will be formed.

A distribution pattern for total fluences in selected specimens over SNTS region will be
formed also.

Areas where these results could be applied Data to be obtained will provide an
objective information about degree of potential hazard of the further living in SNTS
region for people suffered from the previous nuclear tests. These data will be a base to
develop a system of health care and preventative measures for rehabilitation of
population health and ecology of region.

So results of the Project could be applied in area of radiation ecology including a
prognostication of nuclear accident consequences related with using, storage and
transportation of radioactive materials. Moreover these data could be useful for
radiation physics, medicine and biology.
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